FINISHING PACKAGES AVAILABLE

$7,500

Boardwalk Package 1 (Storage):
 White linen closet (approx. 28”w x 69” h x 26” d)
above the washer/dryer with shelves
 White living room large storage unit
(approx. 65” w x 94” h x 24” d) with adjustable shelves
 Quartz countertop seating with storage
(approx. 86” w x 24” h x 20” d) with shelving underneath in LR
 Folding Shelf

Boardwalk Package 2A (Furniture):
$14,500
 Attached Murphy bed with mattress/sofa combo: Queen sized Murphy wall bed that includes
mattress and sofa with storage.
 Adjustable coffee table: Coffee to Dining Table presents a low profile, sleek appearance, but hiding
inside this table are enough leaves to expand to accommodate 10 dinner guests. It also contains a
mechanism for easy lifting to table height..
 Jr./Giant dining room table: The Jr/Giant Super Extending Console Table creates a luxury dining
space that just as quickly compacts and hides away to free up your regular living space. It is 15.75
inches in depth as a console while capable of extending to seat 8-10 guests
 Adjustable dinosaur shape shelving: These modular units can snap together easily in different
configurations, allowing you to create a shape that suits your tastes
 Four Folding Chairs
Boardwalk Package 2B (Furniture – Corner Studio Only):
$8,000
 Corner Sofa Bed/Couch with Storage: Chaise section to the left or right of the sofa, and switch
whenever you like. Storage space under the chaise. The lid stays open so you can safely and easily take
things in and out. Easily converts into a double bed.
 Adjustable coffee table: Coffee to Dining Table presents a low profile, sleek appearance, but hiding
inside this table are enough leaves to expand to accommodate 10 dinner guests. It also contains a
mechanism for easy lifting to table height.
 Jr./Giant dining room table: The Jr/Giant Super Extending Console Table creates a luxury dining
space that just as quickly compacts and hides away to free up your regular living space. It is15.75
inches in depth as a console while capable of extending to seat 8-10 guests
 Adjustable dinosaur shape shelving: These modular units can snap together easily in different
configurations, allowing you to create a shape that suits your tastes and the space, while also giving you
the functionality you need.
 Four Folding Chairs
Boardwalk Package 3:


$8,000

Attached Murphy bed with mattress/sofa combo (only)

Boardwalk Package 4:
 Couch/Sofa Bed with storage combo (only)

Total Cost of Options Chosen:

$1,300

Total

$_____________

